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FCC Commissioner Copps had been a critic of the agency’s lax indecency enforcement.
RATINGS

Group deal
Viacom is negotiating with Nielsen on a long-term group contract that would cover ratings and research for the company's TV units, including CBS, UPN, the cable networks, TV stations, and syndication and TV production (Paramount, King World). One source said the deal's value would top the $150 million, seven-year contract Nielsen signed with Time Warner in 1998. Disney is said to have approached Nielsen about a similar arrangement. But, apparently, the model doesn't work for everybody. Fox and Nielsen talked about a group contract, and Fox decided to pass, a source said. No comment from Viacom. A Nielsen spokeswoman would only say some clients have asked about such arrangements.—S.M.

BROADCAST TV

Instant HDTV
Could HDNet be coming to a digital station near you? Fox affiliate WRAZ(TV) Raleigh, N.C., plans to carry the satellite-delivered HDTV programming sometime this year, and there could be more. Digital broadcasters have enough bandwidth to carry both a standard-definition digital channel and a high-definition digital channel, and a ready-made supply of HD programming could be attractive to many, particularly Fox stations. That network is not planning to go high-def.—K.K.

POLITICS

Chairman's visit
Looks like the honeymoon could be over for FCC Chairman Michael Powell, who has been in office a little over a year. Last week, he took shots from both sides of the aisle. Senate Commerce Committee Chairman Fritz Hollings (D-S.C.) (right) called Powell a "disaster," while Senate Minority Leader Trent Lott (R-Miss.) accused the commission of distorting the law. Powell could be in for more heat March 7, when he makes his annual budget pilgrimage to Hollings, chairman of the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice and State, which oversees the FCC's allocation. During this hearing last year, Powell and Hollings got on famously. This time, however, it could prove something of a face-off.—P.A.

BLAST FROM THE PAST
TV stations could get help from the Warren court in their fight for digital copy protection. Broadcasters have long feared exclusion from copy-protection agreements among studios, manufacturers and cable. Now that the studios have agreed to include broadcasters, a big question is whether the government has the authority to write rules protecting broadcaster digital signals from duplication. A 1968 Supreme Court decision barring cable systems from importing distant network signals offers precedent, say top media companies in a joint legal memo. They said the need to protect over-the-air TV justified the importation ban, despite the lack of a specific congressional mandate. Home-recording–rights advocates and other opponents of broadcast protections appear ready to compromise now that studios and stations are willing to limit restrictions to Web copying rather than personal use.—B.M.

REMOTE (TRAFFIC) CONTROL
It's hard enough to keep a TV station on-air when the traffic-system computer crashes. Try it when the computer is stolen. That was the task facing KQTV(TV) St. Joseph, Mo., last week when more than $75,000 in computers disappeared, including an IBM mainframe that ran the station's Columbine traffic system. With the help of Denver-based automation vendor Encoda and a backup tape, though, the station managed to stay on the air for the four days it took IBM to deliver a new mainframe.—K.K.
New rules for risqué business

FCC's top enforcer now says it's up to stations to disprove complaints

By Bill McConnell

Leading ignorance about their own programming is an increasingly precarious strategy for fighting indecency complaints, if recent comments from the FCC's top cop are any indication.

"If the station can’t refute information in the complaint, we’ll assume the complainant got it right," FCC Enforcement Bureau chief David Solomon told a group of broadcasters last week.

Alarmed broadcasters attending the National Association of Broadcasters' annual state leadership conference in Washington felt that Solomon's warning suggested a change in policy and that the FCC is subtly pressuring radio and TV stations to keep tapes of their broadcasts.

Solomon's comments came only a week after the commission proposed new consumer-complaint procedures that could increase the number of informal complaints by parents and others concerned about increasingly racy and raunchy programming. The sheer volume of complaints and the FCC's obligation to tally them may serve as a lightning rod for criticism against the industry, even if most of the complained-about bits aren't deemed indecent.

Even without a widely promoted process for filing consumer complaints, most indecency investigations originate as informal inquiries from individuals.

Of roughly 280 complaints in 2001, the FCC issued seven notices of apparent liability for indecency violations. Commissioner Michael Copps, who is pressing the FCC to step up enforcement efforts, predicts that the new process will lead to a tremendous rise in the number of recorded complaints.

The latest FCC quarterly report lists fewer than 40 indecency complaints a month. But Copps said, "It’s become a rare morning when I don’t walk into my office and find 30 in one day." The FCC is actually getting "hundreds or thousands" of indecency complaints.

Virtually all indecency fines are levied against radio, but Copps said TV stations need scrutiny. He made headlines when he complained about ABC's Victoria's Secret fashion-show sweeps stunt last November.

Pinpointing what is indecent has always been tricky. Technically, indecent programming "describes or depicts" sexual or excretory organs or activities in a way that is "patently offensive by contemporary community standards," but what passes muster has been left to the commission to define through its actions. Under a 1995 court decision, broadcasters are forbidden from airing obscene programming at any time and from airing "indecent" content between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m.

But Solomon insisted that there has been no change in a longstanding FCC policy that leaves tape-archiving to licensees' discretion and denied any effort to tighten FCC indecency enforcement. "There's no requirement to keep tapes," he told the broadcasters. "People are looking for trends when they're not necessarily there."

In several cases over the years, he noted, the FCC has levied indecency fines against stations based solely on short but sufficiently descriptive accounts of broadcasts rather than tapes or full transcripts.

The most recent was a $14,000 fine upheld in January against Emmis station WKQX(FM) Chicago for a listener's complaint about morning-show segments featuring a porn star describing a fetish sex act and another in which women described oral-sex techniques, accompanied by a soundtrack of women moaning. The FCC accepted the complaint because it provided sufficient detail and wasn't refuted.

The NAB is reluctant to draw the ire of policymakers and citizens' groups by waging public battle over indecency enforcement. It wouldn't comment on the FCC's policies.

But media critics fighting to halt what they see as the industry's dive into the gutter say Solomon's statement and recent decisions offer hope that the FCC will begin taking the issue more seriously.

Broadcasters have been allowed to "violate the law with impunity," opined Morality
AMA confronts NBC booze policy

Counter ad echoes Surgeon General’s tobacco warning

A Message to Parents from the American Medical Association

WARNING: Watching NBC may be hazardous to your child’s health.

Part of the full page ad the American Medical Association ran in The New York Times criticizing NBC for accepting liquor ads.

By Steve McClellan and Paige Albinik

Opponents of NBC’s decision to accept hard-liquor advertising applied more pressure last week to get the network to reverse course. But the network wasn’t budging, insisting that it’s approach to booze advertising is not only responsible but ought to be the industry standard.

The American Medical Association, which has called NBC’s decision on allowing hard-liquor ads “shockingly irresponsible,” took out a full-page ad in The New York Times last Wednesday as part of its campaign to make NBC a booze-ad-free zone once again.

There was also more pressure from Capitol Hill last week. Thirteen congressmen led by Rep. Frank Wolf (R-Va.) sent the network a letter urging it to reinstate the self-imposed ban that had been in place at the network for 50 years.

“We fear that your decision to air liquor ads will have a devastating impact on young people—faced with the temptation to drink alcohol—and their families,” the letter stated.

Wolf wants to hold hearings on the issue but must go through House Energy and Commerce Committee Chairman Billy Tauzin (R-La.). Tauzin does intend to hold a hearing on liquor ads later this year, says spokesman Ken Johnson.

“Several members of Congress clearly are concerned about the issue,” he said, “but there has been no hue and cry on Capitol Hill to do something.”

In the Senate, Commerce Committee Chairman Fritz Hollings (D-S.C.) also said he is interested in holding a hearing.

By dropping the ban on liquor commercials, the AMA ad said, NBC is “guaranteeing that our children and teens will be bombarded with such advertising throughout their formative years.”

Kids and teens watch roughly 1,000 hours of TV a year, and 25% of American families have a TV set in a child’s bedroom, the AMA claimed.

An NBC spokeswoman says the network hopes its 19-point liquor-ad policy becomes the industry standard.

Under NBC’s rules, a liquor advertiser can advertise only in later hours and must first present a series of ads that more or less warn about the effects of drinking.

NBC has one hard-liquor advertiser—Guinness UDV—which is still in the PSA phase of its campaign and hasn’t yet aired a single ad for booze.

AMA Chairman-Elect Dr. Edward Hill said the group is not yet aggressively pressing Congress for legislative action on hard-liquor advertising. For the time being, he remains hopeful the organization can persuade NBC to reverse course.
He Comes From Outer Space

Curiously enough, he's landed in an ad about copyright law.

The miniature alien you see above is the proud possession of Allee Willis, vintage toy enthusiast. So if you're in the broadcast or cable industry, why should you want to read about an individual like Allee Willis, let alone her tin collectibles? Because Allee is a major supplier of content to your business; she's a songwriter.

At BMI, our job is to manage the songwriter relationship for you. Every year, we license billions of public performances of musical works from songwriters, composers and publishers. Operating on a non-profit-making basis, we distribute the fees we receive as royalties to Allee and hundreds of thousands like her. Tasks that would otherwise have to be performed by you.

Now, we have no doubt you'd enjoy doing business with someone as creative as Allee. The question is: do you really have the time to do business with 300,000 different Allees?
Snapple everywhere

Viacom Plus, beverage group agree to $15 million cross-platform promotion

By Steve McClellan

I'll be the summer of Snapple on MTV and UPN. And, on Viacom's Infinity Radio, shock jocks Opie and Anthony will somehow find a way to be always talking about the fruity beverage. In fact, if you want to avoid overdosing on Snapple promotions on Viacom-owned media this summer, tune to CBS.

That broadcast network, with its older demographics, is the only Viacom outlet that is not part of a massive cross-platform deal between Viacom Plus and the Snapple Beverage Group, now owned by Cadbury Schweppes, and the first cross-platform deal of the 2002 season. Ad pros predict a record number of cross-platform advertising deals leading up to this year's upfront marketplace.

Even in a down economy—or perhaps because of it—all the broadcast networks are brewing such deals, in which one brand gets its message across on a variety of media owned by the likes of Disney, AOL Time Warner, News Corp. and NBC, all of which are hatching their own platform plays. “2002 will be the year of the cross-platform deal,” crowed one network executive.

Neither Viacom nor Snapple, nor the ad agency that put the deal together, New York-based Deutsch, would disclose the value of the Snapple package. But sources put its value at $15 million.

Deutsch Executive Vice President Peter Gardiner said the pact is the biggest single ad deal Snapple has ever done. “But the value of these cross-platform arrangements goes well beyond just buying stuff,” he said. “It’s about promotion and events and even content threaded throughout the campaign. It really makes it more valuable than just a media buy.”

The campaign will run from April through October and feature ads on MTV and MTV2, as well as on UPN, BET, VH1, Nick At Night, CMT and TNN. Viacom Outdoor and Infinity Radio’s Opie and Anthony are also part of the package. The syndicated shock duo will weave mentions of Snapple products into their daily broadcast much as they do with Samuel Adams beer, which has become the unofficial beer of their broadcast.

CBS-TV is not a part of the Snapple deal because the beverage company's demographic target is adults 18-34, with a core target of 18 to 24. The MTV Summer Beach House will serve as home base for a summer-long promotion called “What's your story?” Viewers will be asked to go to the Snapple Web site and share their most interesting summer stories. The winning entry will be made into a Snapple commercial.

Snapple will use the campaign in part to launch a line of flavored-water products called Elements.

Viacom Plus Senior Vice President Lisa McCarthy said the company has two basic goals in striking platform deals. The first is to provide some unique benefit (such as the Beach House backdrop that will appear in ads on all the participating networks). The second is to get a bigger chunk of revenue than if the client had simply bought time from different Viacom divisions.

In effect, she said, Snapple is “borrowing our brand connection with their consumers” to create a “cool, nutty, fun, hip and integrated campaign.”
Most shared-storage solutions force you to choose. High-quality video or the tools needed to manipulate it. Proprietary shared storage or workflow efficiency. A shared storage solution, or an easy HD migration. Oh, and most shared storage products are limited to playout applications. Nevermind play to air, production, and streaming.
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‘One nation,’ under scrutiny

Broadcasters are interested but skeptical of Ergen’s ‘local everywhere’ proposal

By Paige Albiniak

EchoStar Chairman Charlie Ergen last week offered his version of “a chicken in every pot”: local stations in every dish. But opponents of EchoStar’s proposed $29 billion merger with Hughes Electronics, parent company of DirecTV, were not appeased by the companies’ new plan to offer local TV signals in all 210 local TV markets.

While broadcasters were clearly interested in the proposal, which would get every TV station in the country up on a satellite, they remained suspicious of its author.

“Today’s announcement appears to be a step in the right direction but needs to be carefully scrutinized to determine its legitimacy,” said Eddie Fritts, president of the National Association of Broadcasters. “We would have more confidence in the announcement were DirecTV to be the surviving entity. Broadcasters have had a long and tortured history of bad-faith dealings with EchoStar and its chairman, Charlie Ergen. Accordingly, we continue to oppose the merger.”

Ergen and DirecTV Chairman Eddy Hartenstein last week said they had not yet walked broadcasters through the plan but intended to as soon as possible.

On the satellite side of the argument, both the National Rural Telecommunications Cooperative (NRTC) and Pegasus Communications—each of which have exclusive deals to sell DirecTV in rural areas—said the plan doesn’t solve any of the proposed merger’s antitrust problems. Rural areas underserved by cable will still have only one multichannel-TV provider if the Department of Justice and the FCC approve the merger.

“We believe that today’s announcement came as a direct result of the ongoing efforts of NRTC, our members, the House Rural Caucus, the House Western Caucus, influential rural-focused organizations and outspoken rural consumers,” said Bob Phillips, president and CEO of NRTC. “We must, however, continue to push to ensure they address the other serious shortcomings in their merger application.”

“The plan is neither sufficient to make the proposed merger

of DirecTV and EchoStar in the public interest, nor does it demonstrate that the merger is necessary,” said Pegasus CEO Mark Pagon. “Moreover, the merger parties have yet to address the most important question: Will consumers continue to have a choice of satellite-video and broadband-service providers after consummation of the merger? Without the assurance of choice, consumers, particularly those in rural areas underserved or unserved by cable TV, will be left to the mercy of an unregulated monopoly.”

But EchoStar and DirecTV, with backing from their trade association, the Satellite Broadcasting and Communications Association, argue that this merger is exactly what consumers need to bring cable prices down.

“We can’t be competitive to cable until we can provide local signals to all Americans,” said Hartenstein.

Neither Ergen nor Hartenstein would address questions about the possible political motivation of their plan. They instead repeated that offering local TV signals in all local markets would be good business for the new company, saying they would do it even if the government does not require it.

“If this merger is approved, we’re going to do this,” Ergen said. “It’s a good business for us.”

The merged company would charge all U.S. consumers the same rate for local TV signals no matter where they live, under a plan Ergen calls “one nation, one rate card.”

The local-TV plan laid out by EchoStar and Hughes, Hartenstein said, would require the new company to use the two spot-beam satellites each company already has launched, two additional spot-beam satellites they plan to launch and one additional spot-beam satellite, which will cost more than $300 million. The new satellite could be built, launched and offering all local TV signals within two years of the merger’s approval, the executives said, but only if the merger is approved.

“This makes sense only because we would have the spectrum to do it,” Hartenstein added.

Carrying all 1,650 local TV stations will take up approximately 30% of the combined company’s satellite spectrum. Currently, EchoStar and DirecTV each dedicate about 20% of their total spectrum capacity to the carriage of local TV signals. EchoStar carries local TV signals in 36 markets, while DirecTV offers local TV signals in 41 markets.
Reinventing NATPE

Organization outlines initiatives to bring studios back to show

By Joe Schlosser

NATPE will pick up the hotel tab and registration fees for top local station buyers to woo them to attend next year's show in New Orleans, part of a broad plan outlined last week to appease disgruntled studio hotshots.

NATPE President and CEO Bruce Johansen detailed several new initiatives for both domestic and international syndicators last week during a meeting in Los Angeles, including a cost-effective, modular booth structure with a top price of $200,000.

The meeting came a little more than a month after what even organizers described as a dysfunctional conference in Las Vegas, as Johansen recognized that NATPE needed to reinvent its annual television convention in a way that will bring top Hollywood studios back into the fold, essentially by paying for syndicators' best customers to attend the show. That idea seems to have been borrowed from organizers of cable's Western Show, which last fall agreed to pay the way for major cable operators, as a way of keeping cable networks from bolting the exhibition floor.

"It was an encouraging meeting, one that had a lot of healthy dialogue," Johansen said. "We wanted to hear what everybody had to say, and that's what we did. I think we are on the right track."

Balking at talking

Media groups ask for stay of video descriptions

By Bill McConnell

The TV and movie industries are asking the FCC to stay the April 1 launch of voiced descriptions of on-screen action intended to help the blind.

The NAB, NCTA and the Motion Picture Association of America have challenged the rules in court and last week said TV stations, cable systems and programming networks should not be required to buy equipment to comply with rules that stand a "substantial likelihood" of being struck down. Oral argument in that case is Sept. 6.

The American Council of the Blind "categorically condemned" the industries' motion for delay. "Instead of doing the right thing, the trade associations have acted entirely irresponsibly."

The media groups argued in their filing that the FCC did not have congressional authority to impose video-description rules, only a mandate from lawmakers to study the issue and report back. They also argued there were First Amendment implications in compelling "creative" speech. In the motion for stay, the groups pointed out that current FCC Chairman Michael Powell voted against the rules for that very reason when he was still a commissioner.

Despite that vote, Powell is expected to direct FCC attorneys to defend them in court because, as chairman, it is his job to defend standing FCC rules.

Rules that were issued in 2000 required Big Four affiliates in the top 25 markets to provide at least 50 hours per quarter of described prime time or children's programming. Cable and satellite systems with 50,000 or more subs must do the same for each top-five national non-broadcast network they carry.
ABC on the hunt

Signs Madden for MNF, chases Letterman for late night

By Steve McClellan

When the going gets tough in network land, there are usually two remedies: Produce your way out of trouble or raid the competition for their top talent.

ABC tried the latter last week, first bagging Fox NFL color commentator John Madden to join Al Michaels on Monday Night Football. At week’s end, The New York Times reported, ABC was also chasing David Letterman, trying to get him to leave CBS and bring his late-night show to ABC. No one involved was talking, though CBS leak sources were already speculating that Comedy Central’s Jon Stewart could be a more than adequate replacement for Letterman.

Letterman’s contract is up this summer, and CBS was not able to conclude a renewal during an exclusive negotiating period earlier this year. Last week, sources confirmed that Letterman was in serious talks with ABC, which would move the long-running Nightline with Ted Koppel out of 11:30 p.m. One source said it was possible Nightline could become a series of prime time specials. Politically Incorrect with Bill Maher, which now follows Nightline, will be gone by fall, regardless of what happens with Letterman.

John Madden will be taking at pay cut at ABC. His new four-year contract pays $5 million a year, $3 million a year less than at Fox.

Elsewhere, now that the Olympics are over, Bob Costas has nothing much left to do at NBC. Disney’s ESPN is reportedly talking to him about moving to ABC, where he’d do NBA play-by-play (NBC passed on renewing rights), baseball on ABC Family and a show on ESPN. HBO is also looking to increase the number of Costas’s On the Record interview shows. His NBC contract ends in May.

Monday Night Football and the late-night lineup are two problem areas for ABC. Ratings at MNF were down 10% last season, to an 11.3/19, according to Nielsen Media Research, near the show’s all-time low. Worse, the program’s 18-49 demo was down 13%, to a 6.9.

In late night, Nightline’s ratings have also trended down in recent years, particularly among 18- to 49-year-olds, the demographic that most advertisers seem to covet. Season-to-date, the program’s 18-49 demo is down 6%, to a 1.6.

CBS sources say the contract talks with Letterman have been particularly tough. He reportedly makes $20 million a year and gets 10 weeks off but wants “substantially more” salary and several more weeks off as well. Letterman’s importance to CBS extends to prime time, where his World- wide Pants production company supplies one of the network’s biggest hits, Everybody Loves Raymond.

Madden, meanwhile, is taking a pay cut to work for MNF. He signed a four-year contract that pays him $5 million a year, which is $3 million less a year than his reported salary at Fox. “This isn’t about money,” said the 65-year-old Madden.

Madden wrapped his deal with ABC last week in one day. Madden’s agent at IMG asked Fox early in the week to let him out of the last year of his contract. Last Wednesday morning, Fox agreed. Roughly seven hours later, Madden had an agreement with ABC.

Analyst Dan Fouts and comic relief Dennis Miller are out after two years in the MNF booth. However, ABC is talking to Fouts about another sports job.

Rodgers leaves Discovery

In the latest shuffle at Discovery Networks, President Johnathan Rodgers is stepping down. A self-described network-builder, Rodgers said that, after six years with the company, Discovery no longer needs his guidance.

“I’d rather be with a start-up or a fixer-upper,” he said Thursday on a call with reporters announcing his resignation.

Rodgers exercised a buy-out clause in his contract, which ran out Dec. 31, 2001. Discovery has lost a string of executives in recent months, including husband-and-wife team Michael Quattrone, former head of Discovery Channel, and Kathy Quattrone, who was GM of Discovery Health, and Charley Humbard, head of digital networks.

Rodgers is one of cable’s top African-American execs and was previously president of CBS’s Q&O stations. He hinted he’d be interested in working on a minority TV network and confirmed that he has spoken with executives from thinly distributed African-American network NUE-TV, which is backed by minority-owned radio group Radio One.

It was Discovery’s fledgling status that attracted him in 1996 after a 20-year career at CBS. “When I got here, we had two channels, and the value was $1 billion,” said Rodgers. “Now we have 11 channels, and the value is $20 billion.”

Discovery President and CEO Judith McHale will lead the search for his successor.

—Allison Romano
TAUZIN-DINGELL PASSES, THEN STALLS

The House of Representatives last week passed 273-157 the Tauzin-Dingell bill, which would deregulate regional phone companies to encourage them to build high-speed fiber networks. No further action on the bill, sponsored by Reps. Billy Tauzin (R-La.) and John Dingell (D-Mich.), is expected this year, given powerful Senate opponents. In fact, Senate Commerce Committee Chairman Fritz Hollings (D-S.C.) called the bill “blasphemy.”

It may not even be necessary. The FCC has proposed rules that could similarly deregulate the phone companies to spur broadband deployment.

Although, under Tauzin-Dingell, the cable industry could face competition from a huge and newly unfettered opponent, the NCTA has not opposed the bill or asked that conditions be put on it. Even so, the industry is worried about how the government will treat cable and its rivals in the new digital world.

That’s why phone-company competitors are so strongly opposed. Among them, though, is NCTA member company AT&T Broadband, wearing its telephone hardhat.

VIEW FINDER

Fox will feature a Celebrity Boxing special billed as “the battle of the bad girls,” with “Long Island Lolita” Amy Fisher taking on former Olympic skating slinger Tonya Harding. Also on the special: former Brady Bunch star Barry Williams vs. Danny Bonaduce, once part of TV’s Partridge Family. About a decade ago in Chicago, in a surreal pairing, Bonaduce beat Donny Osmond in a boxing match. The network said the fights will be real, each lasting three rounds. A third celebrity-boxing pairing has yet to be announced.

Comedy Central is the leading contender to buy off-net rights to NBC’s Late Night With Conan O’Brien, according to industry executives. The two networks are in talks for second-window rights to Late Night, but no deal has been done. NBC revealed its intentions to sell second-window rights to a cable net after signing O’Brien to a new four-year deal believed to be worth $8 million per year.

Comedy Central last week also unveiled plans to air a limited play of the first season of ABC’s The Job beginning March 4. ABC is accepting promotional time on Comedy instead of a licensing fee, according to sources.

A&E is giving Barbara Walters and company a chance to share their View on cable. Beginning April 1, The View will re-air on A&E a day after its ABC broadcast. ABC owns a 37.5% stake in A&E.

The big story last Thursday was supposed to be Survivor’s return to CBS and the debut of NBC’s new Thursday-night comedy Leap of Faith. CBS’s CSI: Crime Scene Investigation scored all-time high ratings at 9 p.m. ET/PT, attracting 28.8 million viewers, a 17.2 rating/26 share in households and a 10.5/24 in adults 18-49, according to Nielsen Media Research fast-national data.

Also on CBS, Survivor: Marquesas, the reality show’s fourth installment, averaged 23 million viewers and an 8.9/22 in adults 18-49 for the hour, just about what the third Survivor did.

NBC’s duo of Friends and Leap of Faith also had strong outings Thursday. Friends attracted 27.5 million viewers and a 13.2/33 at 8 p.m. and Leap of Faith debuted with 20.9 million and a 9.9/24 in adults 18-49 at 8:30 p.m.

Julia Louis-Dreyfus’s new NBC sitcom, Watching Ellie, debuted with an average 16.7 million viewers and a 7.1 rating/17 share in adults 18-49, according to Nielsen.

THE COMPANY’S LINE

Clear Channel’s fourth quarter cash flow was down 46%, to $348 million, on an 11% drop in revenue, to $1.9 billion. The cash-flow number was well below earlier company guidance, analysts said. For the year, pro forma cash flow was down 22%, to $1.92 billion, on a 5% drop in revenue, to $8 billion.

The Washington Post pulled a humorous TV spot that included the suggestion of a reporter in danger and references to a kidnapping. The spot, which ran several times on local stations, aired only days after the murder of kidnapped Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl was announced.

Eric Grant, director of community affairs for the Post, said that, in response to a query from Broadcasting & Cable, the paper determined that the spot was inappropriate now but could return later. The “reporter” in the spot is revealed to be a critic explaining his reaction to an action movie he’s reviewing.
ASK ANYBODY in the cable business: Video-on-demand holds the potential to alter television more dramatically than anything since HBO aired its first theatrical movie, *Sometimes a Great Notion*, in 1973.

VOD could be about much more than reselling theatrical movies. Its deployment could obliterate what lies at the heart of a TV network: the schedule. Viewers could dictate what prime time is, watching *Friends* with breakfast instead of while the NBC sitcom is competing with *Survivor* on Thursday nights. Nature fans could stretch Discovery's Shark Week into Shark Month or compress it into just a couple of Shark Days.

That would alter the financial underpinnings of television, both remaking ad strategies and creating new revenue streams for both networks and producers. Cable operators sit in the middle of it all, happily controlling the platform and the toll booth that will make all this possible.

After first deploying VOD in 1999, cable systems were expected to put the service into a third of cable homes within a couple of years. It was the next big thing.

So how is the revolution going? Who knows? Cable operators may talk big about VOD, but, when it's down to dollars and cents or what they're learning about viewers' wants from VOD, they barely talk at all.

Some key Wall Street players express annoyance that operators won't provide real details that can be used to assess VOD sales.

"The companies haven't given us any results, so how do we know what VOD is doing?" said Sanford Bernstein & Co. media analyst Tom Wolzien, who has been taking up his irritation over the issue with cable executives in public, during companies' investor meetings. "They say, 'We wouldn't want people to use numbers that are premature.' But we're all big boys. What do they have to hide?"

Morgan Stanley media analyst Richard Bilotti concurs. "You can't squeeze it out of them."

Securities media analyst Doug Shapiro is a bit more sympathetic to mute operators: "It's way too early, and they're not marketing it. ... obviously, the numbers don't look good, or they'd be disclosing them."

Cable operators will point to the performance of all sorts of subsets of customers. Or they'll wax enthusiastic over anecdotal
data about how eager customers swamped a server in one system or another. MSO executives also like to emphasize how customer satisfaction improves when VOD is thrown into the mix.

But then they say it's too early in the game to make purchase data public. For example, Cox Communications executives contend that the business is too rough to release sales results. Its VOD rollout in San Diego is still too young, and, because the service reaches only part of the market, the company can't really advertise it widely. Another problem: Cox has only a limited slice of the best theatrical movies to offer, films from Sony, Vivendi, Arista and DreamWorks.

The hush-hush treatment doesn't bother Cox Chairman Jim Robbins. "We're not in the business of telegraphing competitive intelligence to the satellite business. Let us get this thing going. Let us get some serious numbers on the books."

Cable operators say they don't have enough key pieces in place to paint a fair picture. But, when the cable industry might be fighting in Hollywood to get the same release window that video rental stores have, many MSOs are still toying with pricing plans instead. Marketing plans are still in test.

The product that could bring the greatest changes to TV networks—reselling TV shows à la carte through monthly subscription-VOD (SVOD) packages so that you could buy an episode of ER whenever you wished—is very foreign to subscribers.

The few numbers available can be read two ways. Charter Communications Chief Technology Officer Steve Silva, for example, is excited that 20% of digital customers...
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with access to VOD product use it, making about 2.5 purchases monthly. Charter has launched VOD in eight markets serving about 1.3 million basic subscribers. "It's a very high usage," he said. "A 20% adoption rate this early in the product life cycle is very good. Once we start marketing it, we have higher hopes and expectations."

Another way of reading it: Charter's VOD customers purchase on average just half a title monthly, for a buy rate of 50%. That's half the company's monthly 90% buy rate for conventional pay-per-view movies.

No one is truly worried that those buy rates won't improve. But neither do they take seriously operators' favorite counterpoint, the launch of HBO's SVOD service. When AOL Time Warner's Columbia, S.C., system started offering HBO shows like Sex and the City and The Sopranos to 26,000 subscribers last July, eager customers tried to draw down so many packets of video bits that they crashed the system. That would tell you, something except that the service was offered for free, so, for customers, it was a no-brainer.

What lies in the middle? "That's the question everybody is asking," said one MSO executive. "When are we going to make money on this?" Operators are pushing ahead to find out. At the end of 2001, Bilotti estimates, about 1.5 million cable subscribers could access some sort of VOD service. That's about 10% of operators' base of digital subscribers, customers who have moderately sophisticated digital set-top converters that allow direct interaction with their system's headend. But it's just a sliver of U.S. operators' 67 million basic-cable subscribers.

Expect VOD to be accessible by the end of 2002 to about 6 million digital subscribers and 13 million at the end of next year. That would be 53% of digital subscribers and 20% of all basic subscribers.

Grabbing business from the Blockbuster Video store is the operators' first target. The home-video-rental market takes in $8 billion annually. Last year, conventional pay-per-view cable generated about $900 million in sales (including adult and events), according to an annual study by PPV distributor Showtime Event Television.

DBS services DirecTV and EchoStar do far better—$1.3 billion in PPV sales last year—because they allocate 40 channels to it, which lets them start hit titles every 15 minutes. Analog-cable systems average just three PPV channels; digital-cable packages allocate 32. Viewers don't have to wait around as long for the movie to start.

Operators are toying with other product, too. The pay-movie networks like HBO and Showtime are the most natural for subscription-VOD because they have recognizable brands. But there are other avenues. Charter is offering a $9-per-month subscription to a slate of kids video product. Cablevision's Rainbow Media unit has an ambitious project, Mag Rack, which offers subscription video packages focused on very narrow interests, from vegetarianism or photography.

The ultimate—something that is years away—would be to sell programs from networks after they air in their normal slots. So, for example, 60 Minutes would no longer be a Sunday-night show. CBS could sell it for $1 or give it to viewers who take commercials with it. (And, since cable operators will know so much about their subscribers, those commercials could be carefully targeted and fetch a higher price.)

That's in the future. Today's about roll-outs, fixing glitches, getting better movies.

Steve Brenner, CEO of VOD and PPV movie clearinghouse In Demand, says improving the movie product is critical, but he feels he'll nail down the right deals with all the studios in short order. "It's a little bit like chicken-and-egg," he said. "Studios want cable to make all the capital expenditure. Operators said why am I rushing into this thing when I can't get all the product? We're there to break that."

The promise for operators lies in the reaction of one Cablevision Systems customer, who was initially angered by the VOD system's glitches and poor customer service but is now an avid fan.

In two months, he said, "I've seen 34 episodes of The Sopranos, six Band of Brothers, all kinds of movies, including pay-per-view and free selections. It's amazing how much there is actually to watch. I couldn't give it up at this point, that's for sure. I think that this is how TV will eventually be watched—except for news. It's so convenient and practical that it's even better than DVD."
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It’s like cable’s outlet mall

Digital-tier channels are filled with remnants and repeats from bigger parent nets

FOR CABLE OPERATORS, digital is a fairly clear success. Most operators have gotten 20%, even 30% of their basic customers to sign up. Sales are giving a clear financial boost. The promise of dozens of extra channels has clearly dampened the growth of rival DBS companies. Digital customers are churning out at an annoyingly high pace, but the billions of dollars spent on upgrades seem to be paying off.

The story for cable networks, though, is less clear. Networks developed for digital cable tiers are still thinly distributed by cable standards. Advertisers consider them an afterthought to analog buys. Operators don’t want to pay full freight in license fees. And, from the viewers’ standpoint, the channels are loaded with the cheapest possible programming, mostly recycled shows from a network’s library.

There’s no financial windfall in sight, and programmers are still playing digital as a way to lock up shelf space. Channel slots on cable systems became scarce—and expensive—in the mid-90s. Established programmers pounced on the slots created by operators’ digital compression of signals; early on, operators needed the programming, and the networks hoped profitability would come later.

“It’s like the Oklahoma land rush: Get the land while it’s available,” said Lifetime’s head of research Tim Brooks.

“As distribution grows,” said Lori McFarling, Discovery Networks senior VP of distribution and marketing, “you’ll get the eyeballs and...
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eventually, a healthy advertising business and subscriber fees.”

There are about 25 purely digital networks and a dozen more hybrid channels, such as BBC America or Oxygen, that would rather be on basic but are willing to settle for any carriage. There are about 14 million digital-cable subscribers and 18 million more on EchoStar and DirecTV’s satellite system.

MSOs added almost 6 million subscribers to digital cable last year. Morgan Stanley estimates they will add about 5.2 million this year and 4.5 million next year.

Operators should focus on developing the programming, advises Sanford Bernstein & Co. media analyst Tom Wolzien. “They are going to top out unless they have compelling programming that people want to pay the money for.”

Programmers understand that the value of their digital nets is in “sticky,” targeted programming. “They need content that is compelling enough to keep viewers,” said MTV Networks President of Affiliate Sales and Marketing Nicole Browning.

Most major cable programmers have added multiple digital services over the past four years. A&E counts Biography Channel and History International; USA has Trio and News World International, Discovery has five, the biggest being Discovery Science and Discovery Wings. MTV Networks just added MTV Jams, MTV Hits, Nicktoons and VH1 Mega Hits to bring its total to 13 services.

The digital network menu “is going to start to resemble the magazine rack,” said Patrick Vien, who heads Trio, the new digital play from USA Networks. “Digital is more targeted. You don’t have to satisfy volumes.”

Without volumes, though, no one is making a buck. “All the big companies keep adding networks, and they can hardly stay even,” said Wolzien. “The advertising money keeps getting diluted.”

Digital channels can’t count on the dual revenue stream from subscriber fees and ad revenue that fuels their analog counterparts. Most receive subscriber fees, but advertisers say the amount is paltry compared with that paid for analog channels. One price break: Digital nets looking for purely digital carriage don’t often pay launch fees.

As for ad revenue, most digital nets are eager for advertisers, but, without widespread distribution or Nielsen ratings, opportunities are limited. They are largely sold in concert with established sister nets.

“There are going to be many more hybrid channels, such as digital multiplex’ alongside analog, that will bring in different revenue streams,” said OMD USA Director of Entertainment Programming Guy McCarver.

But media buyers agree that digital networks are judged by different criteria than analog. Their universe and national footprint are much smaller. Where it takes an analog channel 30 million or 40 million subs to attract major advertising, a digital net is considered a viable ad vehicle with half as many.

Buying firm Horizon Media Executive VP Aaron Cohen believes only some clients will go on digital nets. “Digital distribution numbers are below the minimum for some advertisers, but others see it as a special audience with differentiated programming.”

Programmers use digital nets to tinker with new formats. For instance, when original MTV digital property, “headbanger heaven” MTV X, goes dark, replacement MTV Jams will focus on red-hot genres R&B and hip-hop.

MTV diginets reach fewer than 10 million homes. “We view digital networks as laboratories,” said Van Toffler, president of MTV and MTV2. “We can be creative and inventive, and, if we screw up, not that many people notice.”

---

**Arranged carriage**

**DIGITAL NETWORKS**
- Biography
- Cinemax multiplex* 
- Discovery Civilization
- Discovery Science
- Discovery en Español
- Discovery Home and Leisure
- Discovery Wings
- Encore multiplex*
- Fox Sports Digital Nets 64
- History International
- HBO multiplex*
- MTV Español
- MTV Hits
- MTV Jams
- News World International
- Nickelodeon Games and Sports
- Nick Too
- Noggin
- Nicktoons TV
- Showtime multiplex*
- Starz multiplex*
- Trio
- VH1 Classic
- VH1 Country
- VH1 Mega Hits
- VH1 Uno
- VH1 Soul

**HYBRIDS**
- Networks with significant proportion of distribution on digital and analog but actively seek analog carriage

---

**A sampling of cable networks receiving digital distribution or a combination of both analog and digital**

- Bloomberg Television
- Boomerang
- CNN*
- Discovery Health
- Discovery Kids
- DIY: Do It Yourself
- ESPNews
- ESPN Classic
- Fox Sports World
- Gold Channel
- Lifestyle Movie Network
- Lifetime Real Women
- MTV2

---

*Premium services
Traditionally, there are some things celebrities just don’t discuss on TV.

So much for tradition.

Conversations From The Edge with Carrie Fisher

In a special series of candid interviews, Carrie Fisher gets some of Hollywood’s biggest stars to play themselves.

Who says there are no good roles for women anymore? Actress and author Carrie Fisher comes to Oxygen as the leading lady in one scintillating interview after another. Our former Princess Leia invites us all into her living room as she gets her most famous friends to open up on subjects like celebrity friendships, the price of fame and the dreaded Hollywood shrink.

To learn more, contact Mary Murano at (212) 651-5075 or mmurano@oxygen.com.
Dreaming of fine living

Scripps' new digital network is all about 'pursuing your passions'

By Allison Romano

Yet another niche network is joining the potpourri of specialty services. But the newest player to join the ranks, Scripps Networks' Fine Living channel, is ditching the how-to instructional model.

“This is entertainment mixed with information. The notion is about pursuing your passions. It's not about buying stuff,” said Fine Living President Ken Solomon, a veteran programmer who has worked in top spots at Fox and USA Networks.

But few cable subscribers will be able to test the channel right away. Scripps's newest progeny is set to launch on selected, but still unnamed, Time Warner Cable digital systems March 17. Solomon is still hammering out deals with other MSOs and satellite providers. He projects that Fine Living will be in 10 million homes by year's end.

The network has solid distribution prospects on digital tiers. Scripps’s other recent addition, DIY: Do It Yourself, has sprouted on digital tiers and DirecTV. Analog carriage has been tougher to come by, as Fine Living will soon see.

Its positioning is to show, not tell, viewers about areas of interest like travel, health and design. But Solomon denies that the channel is snobby, despite what the name suggests. “No one is going to mistake this for Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous,” he said. One series, Radical Sabbatical, follows people who have abandoned the daily grind for a dream life in, say, Tuscany or Africa. Ride of Your Life surveys the coolest innovations in transportation.

Fine Living is billing itself as 100% original, launching with 14 series rotated throughout the schedule, but there's a twist.

Sister networks HGTV and Food Network budget $40,000 per 30 minutes of programming. Fine Living's budget is even trimmer. So the new channel is helping itself to Scripps video inventory and taking B-roll footage remixed by new writers and producers to end up with brand-new shows. About 25% of Fine Living’s shows will be this revitalized strand.

Another tactic is piggybacking with Food and HGTV crews already going out on location.

Solomon said that Fine Living has already secured about two dozen high-end advertisers—including automakers, financial services and airlines—but would not name names.

Fine Living benefits from a proven corporate parent, says Marc Goldstein, president of media-buying firm Mindshare. “We’ve bought new ESPN networks and new Turner networks because they are experienced programmers and distributors.”

Still, spotty distribution will hold Fine Living back. “They’re going after audience they admit is hard to reach” said Horizon Media’s head of research Brad Adgate. “It's going to be a concept sell for a while.”

To attract advertisers, Fine Living plans to air fewer commercial spots per hour—about 6 minutes compared with an average 14 minutes—but will allow advertisers to break away from the traditional 30-second ad. Instead, they can air two- to five-minute infomercials. “This may be the future of TV advertising,” Solomon said. “The 30 second commercial isn’t going to be around long.”

Fine Living series Radical Sabbatical follows people who have abandoned the daily grind for a dream life in exotic locales.
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You think it was the curling?

NBC's Olympics and scripted shows deliver competitors a one-two sweeps punch

By Joe Schlosser

At the conclusion of the November sweeps, CBS President Les Moonves quipped, “For February 2002, I’d like to congratulate NBC right now for their victory aided by the brilliant scheduling of two weeks of the Olympics.”

Moonves and other network executives knew that February’s ratings book would be virtually useless as a sales tool by nearly every local station because of NBC’s lopsided prime time advantage.

So no one is surprised. With a strong two-week performance from Salt Lake City and high ratings for its scripted fare, NBC attracted twice as many viewers during February than its closest competitor and won its eighth consecutive sweep in the key adults 18-49 demographic.

In fact, NBC execs now say that, because of February, NBC has locked up the prime time network races in both total viewers and adults 18-49 for the entire 2001-02 season. That means its competitors can play to improve stats the last three months of the season but not to win.

“We will win this season by the biggest margin of victory by any network in four years,” said NBC Entertainment President Jeff Zucker last week on a call with TV reporters. “This is in a season that many had predicted would mark the end of NBC’s dominance. Instead, our dominance has only grown, and the fact is, we would have had this huge margin even without the Olympics. The Olympics, of course, made it even bigger.”

Through the Olympics, on Feb. 24, a few days before the sweeps technically ended, NBC was up 75% in adults 18-49 over last February, with a 9.6/24 Nielsen rating and 26.4 million viewers. At ABC and CBS, it was ugly: ABC was off 32% in 18-49s, with a 3.0/8, and down 38% in total viewers, at 7.9 million; CBS was down 36% in 18-49s, to a 2.9/7, and off 28% in total viewers, with 10 million. The WB was down only 6% in 18-49, to a 1.5/4, and 8% in total viewers, to 3.5 million.

Given the games on U.S. soil and a strong post-9/11 patriotism, NBC’s Olympics ratings came in as high as expected. Add a skating controversy, and NBC was off to the races. During the sweeps period, NBC set a record by winning 21 consecutive nights in adults 18-49, the most nights in a row by one network since the advent of Nielsen’s peoplemeters. The network averaged more than 24 million viewers per night and improved its adults 18-49 average by more than 70% from last year. It also won nearly each night before and after the Olympics in adults 18-49.

UPN’s strategy to attract younger male viewers proved a smart move. With WWF Smackdown!, the latest Star Trek series in Enterprise, and male-themed films, UPN showed across-the-board growth from last February: up more than 20% in total viewers, adults 18-34 and adults 18-49. Smackdown! ranked second only to Olympics coverage on Thursday night during the month, and a broadcast of Lethal Weapon 3 attracted UPN’s largest Friday-night audience in the network’s history.

At Fox, which started the month off with a highly competitive Super Bowl, network executives finally had some good results to talk about. Using the Super Bowl as its launching pad, they opted to go with nearly all original episodes during February. The network finished second to NBC in nearly every category for the sweeps, including an 18% gain in adults 18-49. The Simpsons, in its 13th season, had an especially strong sweeps period, and a number of Fox’s new comedies continued to hold their own in key demos.

“We had a rough start to the season for a number of reasons, and we thought, with the Super Bowl, it would be a mistake to once again go out of business for two weeks during the Olympics,” says Preston Beckman, Fox’s executive vice president of strategic planning.
Aid for broadcasters

By boosting membership, Broadcasters’ Foundation intends to provide a place for the industry’s needy to turn

By P. Llanor Alleyne

After a bout with cancer, a West Coast radio broadcaster found himself in dire financial straits, unable to support his blind wife and 15-year-old son. On the advice of a friend, he contacted The Broadcasters’ Foundation, an industry group whose mission is to help financially troubled broadcasters.

The foundation came through with a monthly check. “We couldn’t do it without them,” says the man, who asked for anonymity. “We paid off the hospital bills. They are a godsend.”

The foundation’s mission is to help persons who have worked in broadcasting and who have fallen on hard times. “They are regular people who have been in the engineering rooms of this industry,” says Foundation President Gordon Hastings. For the most part, “this is not a glamorous industry. No one is making big money.”

Hastings, brought on board in March 1996 to revitalize what was then known as The Broadcast Pioneers, says the group is helping 21 families with grants averaging $500 a month, up from $200 in 1996.

Those numbers will rise if the foundation’s current membership drive is successful. To lead it, the foundation has brought in non-profit maven David Meleczko.

Membership now stands at 830; the immediate goal is to add 250 names by June. Dues are $100 a year, but retired broadcasters are invited to pay whatever they want. “Some pay more, some less,” says Hastings.

Dues are just a small portion of the foundation’s income. Most comes from an avid fundraising centered on the group’s Golden Mike Award. “This isn’t an Emmy, a Cleo, an Academy Award,” Hastings says. “We are not rewarding good ratings. We are looking for good community leaders, in keeping with the idea that broadcasting is a public trust. In accepting the award, the recipient is endorsing [our] mission.”

Through the annual Golden Mike Award Dinner, golf tournaments, several other fundraising events and membership dues, the foundation netted $300,000 in 2001. Of that, $125,000 is used for the monthly grants. The balance—about $175,000—is used the run the organization.

The foundation also maintains an endowment, now hovering around $1 million, and hopes to build it to $4 million before tapping the investment income for grants. Hastings pledges that every cent that comes out of the fund will go into direct grants.

He also wants to expand the services of the foundation, perhaps providing health insurance or even a retirement home.

Right now, though, Hastings simply wants to get the word out about the foundation: “My greatest concern is that there are people out there that need our help that we don’t know about.”

---
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Jerry Springer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>abc</th>
<th>7/3</th>
<th>NBC</th>
<th>FOX</th>
<th>PAX TV</th>
<th>UPN</th>
<th>CBS</th>
<th>CW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>38. My Wife &amp; Kids</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>38. My Wife &amp; Kids</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>38. My Wife &amp; Kids</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>38. My Wife &amp; Kids</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>38. My Wife &amp; Kids</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
<td>6.0/10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Monday**

- **Broadcasting & Cable**
- **FEB. 18-24**
- Broadcast network prime time ratings according to Nielsen Media Research

**Programming**

**BroadcastWatch**

**Compiled by Kenneth Ray**

**Key: Ranking/Show Title/Program Rating/Share**

- Top ten shows of the week are numbered in red.
- TV universe estimated at 105.5 million households.
- One ratings point is equal to 1,055,000 TV homes.
- Yellow tint is winner of time slot.
- Program rating/share estimated for period shown.
- *Premiere* ± programs less than 15 minutes in length not shown ± 3-0-0 season to date.
- Sources: Nielsen Media Research, CBS Research.
**SyndicationWatch**

**FEB. 11-17** Syndicated programming ratings according to Nielsen Media Research

### TOP 25 SHOWS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>NH</th>
<th>HH</th>
<th>GAA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Wheel of Fortune</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Jeopardy</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Seinfeld</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Everybody Loves Raymond</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Entertainment Tonight</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Judge Judy</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Oprah Winfrey Show</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Seinfeld (weekd)</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Wheel of Fortune (weekd)</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Friends (weekd)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Live With Regis and Kelly</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>King of the Hill</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Frasier</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Andromeda</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Everybody Loves Raymond (weekd)</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Judge Joe Brown</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Inside Edition</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Maury</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Mutant X</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Montel Williams</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Divorce Court</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>The X-Files</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Jerry Springer</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Access Hollywood</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOP TALK SHOWS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>HH</th>
<th>HH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Oprah Winfrey</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Live With Regis and Kelly</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Maury</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Montel Williams</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Jerry Springer</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Nielsen Media Research Syndication Service Ranking Report Feb. 11-17, 2002

**HH/AA = Average Audience Rating (households)**

**HH/GAA = Gross Aggregate Average**

One Nielson Rating = 1,055,000 households, which represents 1% of the 105.5 million TV Households in the United States

NA = Not Available

---

### Target: Advertisers

After getting hammered on Madison Avenue last year, the syndication industry is directing increased attention and resources toward the media-buyer/advertising side of the TV business.

The top syndication studios are reshaping their media-buying organizations, ad dollars are being spent in trade publications that service advertisers, and now NBC Enterprises is getting into the game as well.

NBC's one-year-old syndication division has teamed up with MGM Worldwide Distribution to form MGM/NBC Media Sales Group. The New York-based division will be led by MGM Media Sales Executive Vice President Michael Daraio. It's not the first time the two rivals have linked up; last year, NBC made a deal with the legendary Hollywood studio that put all international sales of NBC-produced programs into MGM's hands.

"This allows us to control our destiny a little bit more. And it also allows us to work much closer with the advertisers and maybe try to create a new model," says NBC Enterprises President Ed Wilson. "Plus we have a great working relationship with MGM on the international side."

In the past, NBC has farmed out media sales to syndicators that have barter-sales teams. Tribune, King World and Warner Bros. have all sold time for NBC shows this season. Warner Bros. will continue to sell Will & Grace and Access Hollywood, but all other MGM and NBC programs, including upcoming talker *The John Walsh Show*, will go through the new division.

"We are really complementary in terms of the programming we will be offering," says Jim Griffiths, president of MGM Worldwide TV Distribution. "Our sales team will be walking into their meetings with a full complement of programs."

—Joe Schlosser
THE CITY OF SISTERLY ENMITY

An apparent dispute between two on-air newsmen at NBC-owned WCAU(TV) Philadelphia spilled over to a police investigation last week, with accusations that one had threatened the other.

Anchor Sharon Reed was interviewed by police—with a lawyer present—regarding alleged threats reported by alleged target Alicia Taylor. The investigation ended with no charges brought, according to the police. Neither the station nor the women have publicly commented; their lawyers offered differing reports on whether Reed had admitted to police making the threats. Sources said Taylor took some threats. Sources said Taylor was highly insulting, personal and threatening. Sources also said Taylor was given threats reported to police investigation.

The women have brought, according to police, a national attention when Wisconsin Governor Scott McCallum—apparently unaware that his mike was on—called reporter Matt Barrie “a dumb son-of-a-bitch” following questions at a satellite press conference.

McCallum later called the station to apologize, but such a gaffe was destined for instant controversy and wide distribution. WJFW-TV News Director Heather Schallock said she’d have preferred omitting profanity from her newscast, but, with many Wisconsin TV stations on the same feed, such propriety was a luxury.

“Part of me was against airing it,” she said, “but we were not going to be last on a story we’re a part of.” The station didn’t mention the remark in opening the story but commented later that the governor needed to know when the mike was on.

The station also fed its video to the NBC News channel. Calls and messages rolled in, with some critical the airing but most supportive. No calls yet, the station said, from Dick Clark’s Bloopers.

PRECAUTIONARY TALE

WVUE(TV) weatherman Bob Breck believes that his wife, Paula Zabrecky, died because no one recognized the signs of pulmonary embolism. He began a campaign last week to reduce chances of its recurring.

In two lengthy pieces last week, Nancy Parker examined blood-clot hazards. The pieces dealt with the widespread damage, death, the value of blood thinners and leg stockings as well as Breck’s life with his childhood sweetheart.

“The story was Bob’s idea,” Parker said. “And Bob is a close friend. It was very tough to report on her life and how it was senselessly taken away.”

Breck believes even doctors ignored clear signs but wishes he had been more aware. “As I told my sons, I believe in trying to make something positive out of something negative. This shouldn’t have happened, and it hurts. I lost my wife. Now I want to get the word out.”

All news is local. Contact Dan Trigoboff at (301) 260-0923, e-mail dtrig@starpower.net or fax (413) 254-4133.
Focus: Spokane

Like a resort, with news

The Spokane, Wash., DMA comprises parts of three states—Washington, Idaho and Montana—and 24 counties and provides network programming for Canadian cities Calgary and Edmonton, Alberta, via satellite.

Northwest Broadcasting Inc.-owned Fox affiliate KAYU-TV also operates co-owned Fox affiliates KYU-LP and KFX-TV in Yakima-Tri-Cities (Pasco-Richland-Kennewick, Wash.). “We've pioneered the centralcast for more than a decade,” says General Manager Jon Rand.

Local stations have been disappointed that they have not been carried on the many satellite dishes in the widespread, mountainous DMA. It wouldn’t be especially difficult, says Rand, since the signals are already carried over satellite.

News is highly competitive in the market. “We may be the 78th-ranked,” he points out, “but, to the credit of my competitors as well as ourselves, the quality of the news befits its market size. We have a great competition in news here.”

Leadership in local-news ratings has shifted, from KHQ(TV) to KREM-TV. Key in KREM-TV’s rise, according to General Manager Bud Brown, appears to be its hiring of anchor Randy Shaw, who had been fired at KHQ, after Shaw sat out a six-month noncompete.

Given the area’s high participation levels in winter sports, Nielsen reports for February sweeps will likely show an especially strong performance by Cowles Publications-owned NBC affiliate KHQ, which won the November sweeps as well. Living in the Pacific Northwest, says Brown, “is like living in a resort. I think you'll find that the highest ratings for the Olympics, other than Salt Lake City, will be in the Northwest—Seattle, Portland and here.”

Advertising is typically led by automotive and fast food, with retail furniture a strong participant as well. The market dropped off by about 15% last year, mostly after the first quarter. This year, the first quarter will be down from last year’s. Still, local execs say, the 2001 market wasn’t off that much when the political advertising that contributed to 2000’s record year is factored out.

—Dan Trigaboff

HATCHETT RULES NEW YORK!

JUDGE HATCHETT Excels on WNYW in New York, With Impressive Growth Over Year Ago Time Period!

She’s All That.
TAUZIN: HOLD THE HYPOCRISY
News organizations should be less hypocritical when it comes to covering politicians, Rep. Billy Tauzin (R-La.) told the NAB State Leadership Conference in Washington last week. Tauzin, chairman of the House Energy and Commerce Committee, complained about CNN's listing the amounts politicians had received from Enron. Tauzin's view is that it is hypocritical for media companies to contribute to politicians, then implicitly criticize politicians for taking the money. Moreover, Tauzin said, the information was not presented correctly since corporations cannot give politicians money directly but only through corporate and political PACs, which is all a matter of public record.

AMBER JOINS EAS
A new child-abduction emergency code was added to the Emergency Alert System operated by broadcasters and cable systems, the FCC said last Tuesday. The code was one of several added to the EAS system.

The abduction alert can activate local AMBER plans, voluntary partnerships between law enforcement and the media to let the public know immediately when police believe a missing child is in danger. Until now, AMBER plans have been activated by the Civil Emergency Message code, a practice that can lead to confusion over the nature of the alert.

Broadcast stations and cable systems are now permitted to modify their existing EAS equipment but are not required to. New equipment installed after Feb. 1, 2004, must be capable of receiving the new codes.

WASHINGTON

Lott takes shot at FCC

Rankled by broadband position, he says the commission ‘distorts’ laws

By Paige Albinia

Republican favorite Michael Powell may be at the helm of the FCC, but you wouldn’t know it from listening to Senate Minority Leader Trent Lott (R-Miss.).

“I’ve been very disturbed by the FCC for a long time,” Lott said at the National Association of Broadcasters State Leadership Conference in Washington last week. “Like many agencies, they take the laws we make and distort them.” Particularly disturbing to Lott is the FCC’s take on broadband policy.

Two weeks ago, the FCC issued a rulemaking that would absolve phone companies of any requirement to carry competitive Internet providers on their high-speed networks. The FCC’s proposal is similar to one sponsored by Reps. Billy Tauzin (R-La.) and John Dingell (D-Mich.) that the House passed last week. “They come in there just as the House is about to act,” Lott told reporters after his speech. “It seems to me that’s undercutting it.”

With Lott one of the bill’s major opponents in the Senate, joined by Senate Commerce Committee Chairman Fritz Hollings (D-S.C.), ranking member John McCain (R-Ariz.) and Sen. Ted Stevens (R-Alaska), the bill has virtually no chance of surviving there. Because Congress is unlikely to act on any broadband policy this year, what the FCC decides could have a major impact on the pace and direction of broadband deployment—one of Chairman Powell’s top priorities, as he has said repeatedly since taking the helm in January 2001.

The FCC had no response to Lott’s criticisms.

Lott also worried aloud about a decision by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals to send the 35% national television ownership cap back to the FCC for reconsideration. “I have always supported some cap on ownership,” he said. “I still think there is reason for it, merit for it, and I support it.”

Lott’s comments on the cap were music to the ears of his broadcaster audience because most local TV-station owners want the 35% cap left in place. They worry that the broadcast networks are too powerful and that soon there will be no more locally owned TV stations if deregulation continues apace. Powell has established himself as a deregulatory chairman, and his FCC is expected to increase the cap in the wake of last month’s court decision.

For now, the 35% cap remains in place while the FCC considers its next move; although the networks and large station groups consider the decision a victory, the impact will not be felt immediately.

Lott also criticized the FCC for delaying a decision on whether Northpoint Technology should be given free access to direct-broadcast satellite spectrum. Finally, although he would not come out and expressly oppose EchoStar’s proposed merger with DirecTV, he registered qualified opposition. “I am inclined right now to think that probably it is not healthy for competition and for even their own industry.”

Senate Minority Leader Trent Lott is worried by decision sending 35% ownership cap back to FCC.
**Changing Hands**

**TVs**

**WOWK-TV Huntington, W.Va.**
- **Price:** $40.5 million
- **Buyer:** Cary Communications (Albert B. Cary, Jr., CEO). Buyer also owns WBOY-TV Clarksburg, W.Va.
- **Seller:** Sellen Minneapolis, stations, including KCHK(AM)
- **Affiliation:** Fox

**WXGR-TV Green Valley, Ariz.**
- **Price:** $12.3 million
- **Buyer:** Univision Communications Inc., the Spanish-language network and No. 7 TV-group owner (A. Jerrold Perenchio, chairman/CEO)
- **Seller:** Pan(AM)erican Technology Group LLC (Donald E. Ledwig Jr., managing member)
- **Facilities:** Ch. 46, 68 kW, ant. 3,593 ft.
- **Affiliation:** Pax

**WUHF-TV Rochester, N.Y.**
- **Price:** $4.2 million
- **Buyer:** James Ingstad; owns three other stations, including KCHK(AM)-FM Minneapolis, but none in this market
- **Seller:** Anderson Broadcasting Co. Inc. (Dennis Anderson, president)
- **Facilities:** KBRM(AM): 1130 kHz, 10 kW day; KXMR(AM): 710 kHz, 50 kW day, 4 kW night; KQDY-FM: 94.5 MHz, 100 kW, ant. 1,119 ft.; KSSS-FM: 101.5 MHz, 100 kW, ant. 988 ft.
- **Format:** KBMR(AM)-country; KXMR(AM); news/talk; KQDY-FM: country; KSSS-FM: classic rock

**Kona(AM) and Kona-FM Kennewick (Richland-Kennewick-Pasco), Wash.**
- **Price:** $4.13 million
- **Buyer:** Commonwealth Communications LLC (Dex Allen, president); owns 21 other stations, including KOWL(AM)-FM Sacramento, Calif., but none in this market
- **Seller:** Dean-Mitchell Inc. (Dean Mitchell, president)

**FM**

**WGGC-FM Newberry (Columbia), S.C.**
- **Price:** $4 million
- **Buyer:** Barnstable Broadcasting Inc. (Michael Kaneb, president/COO); owns 17 other stations, including WBZO(FM) Nassau-Suffolk, N.Y., but none in this market

**Format:** Rhythmic/oldsie

**WYNT-FM Upper Sandusky, Ohio**
- **Price:** $330,000
- **Buyer:** Power Valley Communications Inc. (Rick Biddle, president); no other broadcast interests

**WLCY-FM Apalachicola, Fla.**
- **Price:** $825,000
- **Buyer:** Sinclair Broadcast Group Inc., No. 10 TV-group owner (David D. Smith, President/CEO)
- **Facilities:** Ch. 39, 5,000 kW, ant. 499 ft.
- **Affiliation:** Fox

**AMs**

**WBLY(AM) Springfield (Dayton), Ohio**
- **Price:** $350,000
- **Buyer:** Kerm Inc. (Kermit Womack, president); owns three other stations, including KURI(AM) Fayetteville, Ark., but none in this market

**WRHY(FM) West Valley, Ariz.**
- **Price:** $130,000
- **Buyer:** Drake Communications Inc (Jeffrey M. Hutton, president)

**Format:** KLTU-AM: 1140 kHz, 200 W; KWMQ-FM: 100.3 MHz, 6 kW, ant. 328 ft.

**KID-FM Guadalupe and KTAP(AM) Santa Maria (Santa Maria-Lompoc), Calif.**
- **Price:** $260,000
- **Buyer:** Emerald Wave Media (George A. Ruiz, president); no other broadcast interests

**Format:** KID-FM: Spanish; KTAP(AM): Mexican

**FM**

**WZNN(AM) Lexington (Florence-Muscle Shoals), Ala.**
- **Price:** $100,000
- **Buyer:** Manuel Huerta; no other broadcast interests

**Format:** Sports

---

*Information provided by BIA Financial Networks' Media Access Pro, Chantilly, Va. www.bia.com*
Panasonic builds on the past

NAB intros look to fit compatibly into existing plant infrastructure and equipment

By Ken Kerschbaumer

Panasonic Broadcast & Television Systems will head to NAB with a number of products it hopes will answer the call for economical products that are flexible enough to meet demands for different formats and also fit within a broadcaster’s existing infrastructure.

According to Vice President of Marketing Stuart English, it’s the latter demand that makes or breaks a product’s promise of affordability. “You can have an economical product only if it respects the infrastructure that exists,” he says. “It won’t be economical if it forces a brand-new infrastructure on you.”

One product designed to fit that demand is a DVCPro HD long-play VTR. The AJ-HD1600 VTR records on a 9-micron track width (DVCPro formats typically record at 18 microns) to give the user 124 minutes of DVCPro recording at 50 Mb/s on a newly developed DVCPro extra-large cassette. English says the long recording time makes the VTR suitable for syndicated HD demands. There may be some concern from the engineering community concerning the 9-micron width, but he says it should pose no problems when coupled with the VTR’s error-correction technology.

“The standard mode on DV is 10 microns, so we aren’t so far away from what everyone knows as double,” he says. The VTR also may find use by broadcasters looking for HD slow-motion playback: It provides slow-motion playback of -1.0 to +2.0 in HD long-play mode. Other features include a small built-in video monitor and a format converter that can handle aspect-ratio conversion.

Panasonic’s new AK-HC931 camera is designed to replace an existing studio camera with a standard-definition product that can be upgraded for HDTV demands.

“It uses HD optics and an HD imager based on three 1/3-inch 1280x720 1 million-pixel progressive-scan IT chips,” says English. “It’s a very compact camera that is designed for the shoulder, but it has a build-up kit for studio application.” According to English, the HD imager (which acquires 720p images) allows for very high-quality 480i imaging; changing the output section upgrades it to HD. List price for the camera is under $50,000, and it will be available in September. Pricing on the HD upgrade will be available at a later date.

If 1080i output is desired, English says, the camera cross-converts from progressive to interlace.

There’s little doubt that working not only in different formats but also in different frame rates is another challenge for broadcasters. English says using the AJ-FRC27 variable-frame-rate converter with the AJ-HDC27 Varicam HD cinema camera could help meet conversion needs in working with 1080p/24 production suites.
“This system is designed to integrate 1080p/24 with variable-frame-rate field capture,” English explains. “The camera can acquire images at four to 60 frames per second in one-frame increments throughout the entire range but lays down a constant 60-frame-per-second pattern on tape, comprising both new-information frames and repeat-information, or pad, frames.”

English says the frame-rate converter, which has a VTR-type control panel and is a half-rack wide and 5 rack-units high, is designed for users that have 1080p-based editing stations. It extracts just the new-information frames from the 60-f/s sequence and plays those frames back at 24 f/s and 1080p resolution, realizing the frame-rate conversion entirely in the video domain, a process equivalent to off-speed film capture followed by telecine.

Panasonic is also working with leading non-linear-editing companies. Among them are Quantel and Boxx Technologies, both of which have integrated a similar frame-rate-conversion algorithm into HD-resolution editing systems.

Another new feature from Panasonic is the CineGamma option for HD cameras, addressing the issue of the difference in dynamic range of film and video. Because film has a greater dynamic range and doesn’t blow out the whites in images, it is much more suitable for outside production than HD video is. English says that, with the CineGamma option (which costs $5,000), the digital-signal-processing section of the camera enables HD progressive-scan video to more closely emulate the gamma response of film. “The option can be retrofitted to existing cameras in the field and involves new hardware and software for the camera.”

Panasonic also will introduce two HD/SD-capable LCD monitors: the 18-inch BT-LH1800 and the 15-inch BT-LH1500.

“Light weight and compact size are attributes of LCD,” English explains, “but the big issue has been that, if you try to use an LCD screen, you pay a lot of attention to getting a broadcast feel in terms of the things you expect to see on a CRT.”

English says the LCD monitors offer those CRT features. Both have a contrast ratio of 300:1, 170-degree viewing angle and 30-ms response speed and, depending on optional input board, can display 1080/24 f/s, 1080i, 720p, 576i, 480p and 480i. The 18-inch version (list price $7,000) has a resolution of 1280x1024 SGA; the 15-inch ($6,000), resolution of 1024x768 XGA.
Some 400 stations expected to ask for six-month extensions of deadline

By Bill McConnell

More than a-third of U.S. TV stations are expected to ask the government's permission to delay completion of digital facilities by the time a window for filing such requests closes today.

As of Feb. 28, the FCC received requests from 179 of the country's 1,100 full-power stations to grant a six-month extension to the May 1 deadline. But nearly 400 are expected to have filed by the end of Monday.

That would be slightly higher than the 32% of the industry predicted by the National Association of Broadcasters in August. Since then, the Sept. 11 attacks and the recession have made a shambles of the ad market and seriously strained the finances of many stations.

Despite the numerous delay requests, there is some good news for government officials trying to keep the transition to DTV on track: The overwhelming number of applicants say they need only a few extra months to complete construction, with most saying they won't need the second, six-month extension permitted by Congress.

"The bottom line is that most of these stations are going to be built this year," said David Donovan, president of DTV trade group Association for Maximum Service Television.

Belo and Clear Channel were among the early requesters and blamed construction problems in several of their markets on equipment delays, hazardous construction conditions due to winter weather, or difficulty in scheduling construction crews. Belo, which is on track with 14 of its stations, asked to delay DTV build-outs in Austin, Texas, and Tucson, Ariz., and for two outlets in Spokane, Wash. Clear Channel asked to delay construction in Albany, N.Y.

John Burgett, Washington attorney for both companies, said most delays are caused by a crunch of last-minute construction. "Everybody's rushing to get this done," he said. "Most want to do it right rather than rush to meet an artificial deadline."

LIN Television will ask for 10 delays among its 29 stations, although eight of those postponements are simply because the FCC has yet to issue construction permits. "In most markets, we're ready to go as soon as we have FCC clearance," said lobbyist Greg Schmidt.

Approximately 160 stations still have not received DTV construction permits, FCC officials said.

Currently 258 stations are broadcasting DTV, according to the NAB.

"You can't just look at the number of extensions to see if there's a big problem, but rather how long a delay people are seeking," Donovan said. "A bunch say they need only a month or two."

A read of the initial applications indicates that most stations are asking for relief because of problems that can be solved easily over time, with few complaints about zoning issues or lack of financing, either of which is harder to resolve and can delay a DTV-facility construction indefinitely.

Despite the positive prognosis for DTV construction, Donovan did not pass on an opportunity to take a dig at the FCC.

If not for uncertainty still clouding the ultimate success of DTV—a problem he blames on the lack of DTV carriage on cable, workable copy-protection standards, and a digital-tuner requirement for new sets—nobody, he said, would doubt stations' enthusiasm for DTV or care if some were seeking build-out delays. "If the FCC had taken steps to accelerate the transition, this wouldn't even be an issue."
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Broadcast TV
Robert J. Ramsey, station manager, WGN-TV Chicago, named VP/GM, KSWB-TV San Diego.

Robert Furlong, VP/GM, KUTP(TV) Phoenix, joins KPHO-TV Phoenix in the same capacity.

Rick Henry, president/GM, WISN-TV Milwaukee, joins WTAE-TV Pittsburgh, in the same capacity.

Tracey L. Beeker, director, licensing and marketing, PBS, Alexandria, Va., promoted to VP, strategic partnerships and licensing.

Appointments at News 14 Carolina, Charlotte, N.C.: Jim Newman, assistant news director, WBTV(TV) Charlotte, named news director; Sherri Blankenship, accountant, WSOCTV Charlotte, N.C./WAXN(TV) Kannapolis, N.C., named business manager; Shay Merritt, director, TV33's programming and productions, AT&T Broadband, Atlanta, named marketing manager; Kathy Lockhart Cloud, recruiting manager, human resources, Jefferson Pilot Communications, Charlotte, joins as human-resources manager;

Susan Brami, director, sales, Cable Adcast, Fayetteville, N.C., named sales manager; Bronwyn Poplin, producer, News This Morning, WBTV(TV), named newsroom coordinator; Phillip Shoemaker, assignment editor, WBTV(TV), named assignment supervisor; Jim Travers, chief photographer, WBTV(TV), joins as operations manager; Shari Evans-Burford, executive producer, Central Florida News 13, Orlando, Fla., joins as assistant news director.

Appointments at Viacom Boston Television, Boston: Don Lowry, VP, player development and community affairs, New England Patriots, Boston, joins as director, communications; Al Turner, director, sales, WBZ-TV Boston, adds to his duties executive director, sales; Craig Carlson, director, corporate development, North America, Arthur D. Little Corp., Boston, joins as director, corporate marketing.

Mark Walker, director, affiliate marketing, Englewood, Colo., joins KWHD-TV Castle Rock, Colo., and KWHS-TV Colorado Springs, Colo., as director, sales and marketing.

Lisa Whitlock, community affairs director, KRIV(TV) Houston, adds KTXH(TV) Houston to her duties.

Debbie Brizendine, general sales manager, KVDA(TV) San Antonio, joins KHWB(TV) Houston, as local sales manager.

Cable TV

Programming

Appointments at Hallmark Channel: Andy Karofsky, international VP, marketing.

Los Angeles, named VP, marketing; Shira Kalish, VP, marketing, Maxmanager.com, New York, joins as VP, advertising sales and alliance marketing, New York.

Drew Shearer, VP, finance, Columbia TriStar Television, Culver City, Calif., named in the same capacity, Columbia TriStar Domestic Television.

Promotions at Fox Cable Networks Group: Jeff Lutzky, director, affiliate sales strategy, Los Angeles, named VP; Ryan Smith, manager, sales strategy, Los Angeles, named director; Sandi Byars, regional marketing coordinator, Irving, Texas, named regional marketing executive, Southwest region.


Appointments at VHI: Melissa Cobb, senior VP, production, Twentieth Century Fox Animation, Los Angeles, joins as VP, motion pictures, television, Los Angeles; Kim Rozenfeld, president, Half Full Entertainment, Los Angeles,
Since 1987, The Cable Channel has been covering the business of cable on TV at major cable events. Imitators have come and gone, but we’re still going strong. With unique and insightful coverage of the issues and trends driving the business. Featuring leading industry executives, analysts and journalists. Playing around the clock on your hotel room TV at cable shows and in streaming video on the Net.

Watch for us at these shows in 2002:

- CTAM Digital Conference
- NCTA Cable 2002
- SCTE Cable-Tec Expo
- CTAM Summit
- The Western Show

**The Cable Channel @ CTAM Digital**

Digital Consumers • SVOD • ITV
Analysts Panel • Bloomberg Money Flow

Watch it in your room at the Westin Century Plaza and see it in streaming video at www.cablechannel.com
joins as VP, West Coast programming and development, Los Angeles.


**Susan Carden**, senior director, original programming and promotion, CN8 The Comcast Network, Philadelphia, promoted to VP, network programming.

Appointments at In

**Demand**: Sean Henry, senior director, program planning and scheduling, Los Angeles, promoted to VP; Richard Wellenstein, senior director, movie programming, Los Angeles, promoted to VP, theatrical programming and acquisitions; Jennifer Boudreaux, senior director, financial planning and analysis, New York, promoted to VP.

**Sean Gallagher**, senior director, business and legal affairs, Granada Entertainment, Los Angeles, promoted to VP.

**Lauren Mazzuca**, manager, ad sales marketing, Westwood One, New York, promoted to director.

**Radio**: Jack Hobbs, VP/GM, HBC Radio Network, Dallas, promoted to senior VP/GM/director, new-business development, HBCsi, Dallas.


**Advertising/Marketing/PR**: Laura Molen, senior VP/national sales manager, Paramount Advertiser Services, Hollywood, Calif., promoted to senior VP/general sales manager.


Changes at CBS Media Relations, New York:

**Johanna Fuentes**, junior publicist, promoted to senior publicist; **Kim Sartori**, press assistant, promoted to junior publicist.

---

**VOICES RULE Gotta Go**

Editor: Your editorial “All news is local” in the Feb. 11 edition is “spot on,” as my kids would say. While much is being made of raising or eliminating the 35% television-station ownership cap, of equal or greater importance in my opinion is the need to loosen the “eight-voice rule,” which currently negatively impacts television operators in all but the largest television markets.

For all the reasons cited in the effort to repeal the 35% cap, this restriction must be loosened or eliminated. Does anybody really think that our only competition for viewers and advertising revenue in the medium and smaller television markets are the other television stations in that market? Aren’t there already “governors” in place at other regulatory agencies (namely, the Department of Justice) to prevent “undue concentrations” of revenue share within an individual market?

As a local station operator, I can tell you firsthand that we deal with the same cable and DBS monopolies, 500-channel viewing “options” and Internet intrusion issues as the largest companies pushing for “cap” reform, because we all ultimately face these challenges at the local level. But, as everyone should know, the smaller the market, the fewer dollars to go around and less financial wherewithal to face these challenges.

Which brings me to my main point. In large markets, duopolies are all about money. We (Nexstar) have no problem with that. However, in small markets, duopolies are about survival plain and simple. They allow broadcasters to provide local news and community service in the face of the challenges and issues facing all of the players in the television industry, not just the largest companies.

We agree with the conclusion of your editorial that “at least the preservation of the news should be added explicitly to the list of waiver conditions for such small-market combos.” However, Nexstar believes that, for medium- and smaller-market television stations to survive and ultimately have a chance to prosper, it is absolutely essential that the “eight-voice test” be modified, liberalized or eliminated.

—Perry A. Sook, chairman, president and CEO, Nexstar Broadcasting Group, Clarks Summit, Pa.
Follow That Car!

AUTOMOTIVE ADVERTISING

On March 25 we'll follow the cars and the cash in an in-depth report on one of the most important and influential advertising sectors in television. Automotive advertising dollars impact all areas of broadcasting so get behind the wheel with Broadcasting & Cable's special report.
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George Bodenheimer started out at ESPN as a driver—a glorified title for a mailroom job—and, 20 years later, he’s driving the entire network as president, overseeing all domestic and international operations.

ESPN has fared well under Bodenheimer’s three-year watch. Having locked up a share of the National Basketball Association’s TV deal last month, the network boasts rights to all four major American sports leagues. Ratings are up, and demographics favor the young-male viewers advertisers crave. ESPN’s first original movie, Season on the Brink, debuts Sunday.

Bodenheimer joined the fledging Entertainment and Sports Programming Network in 1981, shortly after graduating from Denison College. A family friend who worked in TV advised that, if he wanted to work in TV, he should go straight to cable. Better yet, go straight to Bristol, Conn., where a new all-sports channel was getting off the ground. Back then, ESPN had only 150 employees; today, it counts about 3,000.

Bodenheimer accepted an entry-level administrative job and waited for a better opportunity. He gravitated to the business side early on, although he did sub as a cameraman once when a talk show was short-staffed. When an affiliate-sales position opened in Texas in 1982, the Greenwich, Conn., native was soon pushing ESPN to operators in five Southern states.

“We weren’t on anybody’s radar screen,” he says. “What I quickly learned is every town in America considers itself a sports town. That made the selling pretty easy.”

In those days, however, ESPN wasn’t offering Major League Baseball and Sunday Night NFL games. “We were the little network that could. We televised sports that no one was interested in putting on.”

Today, ESPN airs 65 sports, from high-profile leagues like the NHL and NFL to high school cheerleading championships and bass fishing.

Bodenheimer returned to Bristol in 1989 as vice president of affiliate sales and marketing for the Eastern Region. By 1995, he was in charge of all ESPN sales and marketing efforts. That’s when, he says, he first got involved with the programming side.

“News and information, especially SportsCenter, is our bread and butter,” he says. Little by little, though, he is guiding his channel down a new path: entertainment.

He considers sports-themed entertainment a natural for the network. “There’s an opportu-

nity to expand what sports fans look to ESPN for.”

ESPN started with documentaries, then a few reality series and, now, a made-for-TV movie. Bodenheimer knows Season on the Brink, about embattled former Indiana University coach Bobby Knight, is a bold, expensive first project—reportedly $5 million to $10 million, plus another few million for advertising and marketing—yet he believes movies are part of an aggressive strategy.

“To me, it’s risky not to expand our programming,” he explains. “Our competition isn’t just sports networks; it’s all networks. Just standing pat is not good enough.”

If the movie goes well, the next project may tackle the 1972 Munich Olympics, where Israeli athletes were taken hostage and killed. A script is in development. The network also may consider scripted drama or a comedy.

Besides the new challenge of entertainment programming, Bodenheimer faces a more familiar struggle: negotiating with cable operators. MSO executives love to gripe about ESPN’s subscriber fees, but he doesn’t want to hear it. He calls his channel a “remarkable value” and says it’s No. 1 in subscriber retention and acquisition, and local ad sales. “Privately,” he says, “operators will acknowledge their relationship with ESPN is a win-win. But, publicly, they will fuel the rhetoric.” —Allison Romano
CLASSIFIEDS

TELEVISION

SALES CAREERS

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
WABC-TV seeks an energetic and motivated Account Executive. Must have strong communication skills and be detail and service oriented. Responsibilities include development of new accounts and expanding existing business. Major market and local television sales experience preferred. Please send resumes to: Dan Donovan, WABC-TV, 7 Lincoln Square - 5th Floor, New York, NY 10023 or e-mail dan.a.donovan@abc.com. No telephone calls please. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

OVER 150 JOBS AVAILABLE
RSM-AE-LSM-NSM-GSM-GM
www.MediaRecruiter.com
America's #1 Ad Sales Job Site

PRODUCER CAREERS

SUPERVISING PRODUCER
National Geographic EXPLORER, the award winning TV documentary magazine show airing on MSNBC, is looking for a talented Supervising Producer willing to relocate to our Washington DC headquarters. Must have extensive long-form documentary as well as news magazine experience. Must have ability to meet fast turn-around programming needs, work well in a team, manage production teams, and meet high-quality editorial standards. Evidence of character driven stories and strong story skills required. International and multilingual skills highly valued. No phone calls please. Send resume by email to: ngsjobs@ngs.org or fax 202-857-7741 or mail to: Director of HR, National Geographic, 1145 17th St. NW, Washington, DC 20036. Equal Opportunity Employer.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Meetings of the Public Broadcasting Service Board of Directors and its committees will take place at the PBS Offices, 1320 Braddock Place, Alexandria, Virginia on March 20-21, 2002. Schedule and tentative agenda for each meeting follows:
- Finance, Budget & Audit Committee, in executive session, 4:00 p.m., March 20, 2002. FY 2003 budget recommendation, PBS revenues formula, and other business.
- Ad Hoc Committee on National Policy issues, in executive session, 7:30 a.m., March 21, 2002. Legislative and funding issues, and other business.
- Nominating Committee, in executive session, 9:00 a.m., March 21, 2002. Candidates for nomination and other business.
- Education Committee, 10:00 a.m., March 21, 2002. PBS's education services, and other business.
- Board of Directors, 2:00 p.m., March 21, 2002. Reports from management and board committees on nominating, PBS, cable, programming policy, business, finance, education, membership, and national policy issues, and other business.
- Meetings of the Programming Policy, Education, and Membership Committees and the Board of Directors are open to the public; however, some portions of these meetings may be held in executive session.

MANAGEMENT CAREERS

MANAGER
T-Commerce required for television satellite programming or media planning for television commerce and interactive TV advertising sales strategies for Latin America. Min. req. MBA plus 3 yrs exp. Excellent presentation and writing skills for media and telecommunications industries. Send resumes to DirecTV Latin America LLC, P.O. Box 24800 Oakland Park, FL 33307.
**TV-CAREERS**

**MEDIA**

Assignment Editor 2. Requires Bachelor's Degree, or foreign equivalent, in Journalism, Communications or a related field & 3 years in the job offered or 3 years exp. as an assignment editor for an international Spanish-language news organization/television network. (In lieu of a bachelor's degree, will accept 3 years of university study emphasizing one of stated fields, plus 2 additional years of the stated experience.) All of exp. must include booking international & domestic satellites. Exp. must also include managing a staff of at least 50 correspondents & reporters. Must be fluent in oral & written Spanish & English, will coordinate newsgathering & field production for 24-hour Spanish-language multi-platform news & information operation with television, web & radio components. Manage story assignments relating to current events & issues pertaining to Latin America & other Spanish speaking countries. Provide logistical support & manage more than 50 correspondents & reporters worldwide. Coordinate delivery of news material through booking of domestic & international satellite feeds, fiber optic lines, telephone, facsimile, Internet & air carrier for distribution across multiple broadcasting platforms. 40 hrs/week. Salary $52,000 to $84,100 yr. Dep. On educ. & exp. Send resume to: Michele Baccaro, CNN en Espanol, 1 CNN Center, 4 South, Atlanta, GA 30348. EOE.

**REPORTER/PHOTOGRAPHER**

Requires broadcast writing and interviewing skills, along with excellent videography and editing ability. At least one year of commercial TV news experience is preferred. To apply, send tape and resume to Assignment Manager, WTVC, P.O. Box 60606, Chattanooga, TN 37406-6066. Equal Opportunity Employer.

**NEWS DIRECTOR**

Texas station looking for a news leader, KBTV, the NBC affiliate in Beaumont, Texas, is looking for a news director. We are a new facility that needs a strong journalist able to lead and teach a talented team. Qualified candidate would have at least 2 years management experience, preferably as a news director, assistant news director or executive producer. Send resume, news philosophy, newscast example and references to: KBTV, Attention: Phil Hurley, GMT, 6155 Eastex Freeway, Suite 300, Beaumont, Texas, 77706 or e-mail to phurley@kbtv.com. No phone calls, please. KBTV is an equal opportunity employer.

**ENG SUPERVISOR**

WABC-TV is looking for an experienced ENG Supervisor. The ideal candidate will work closely with and directly report to the News Operations Manager. The Supervisor is responsible for coordinating pool feeds and live shots, creating the NABET schedules, assisting in personal training, managing inventory, overseeing vacation requests, handling vehicle accident reports, and handling other administrative tasks as required. Knowledge of ENG equipment and live shot coordination required. Prior experience in a union environment is strongly preferred. Applicants must also be proficient in MicroSoft Office Suite Word, Outlook, and Excel. Please send resume to: Ted Holtzclaw, News Operations Manager. WABC-TV, 7 Lincoln Square, New York, NY 10023. No telephone calls or faxes please. We are equal opportunity employer.

**TECHNICAL CAREERS**

**NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO**

**ELECTRONICS ENGINEER**

WEST COAST PRODUCTION CENTER

LOS ANGELES, CA

National Public Radio is seeking an individual to maintain, troubleshoot, repair, install, and test technical audio equipment and maintain accurate and complete maintenance records for all equipment serviced. This position will be located at the West Coast Production Center in Los Angeles, CA. NPR’s new broadcast/production facility to be constructed in late FY 02. A strong background in digital technology is a must. To qualify you need a Bachelor’s degree in Electronics Engineering or a related field, or equivalent experience required. SBE certification is desirable. Five to ten years broadcast and/or recording studio equipment maintenance experience; demonstrated ability to troubleshoot to the component-level; and proficiency using PC, word processing, spreadsheet, and database software required. Knowledge of Auto CAD is preferred. Job Code #CB053.

NPR is a growing multi-media broadcast operation. We offer a competitive salary and excellent benefits, including three weeks of annual leave. To apply, send cover letter and resume, identifying position by number and title, to: NPR, Human Resources Department; 635 Massachusetts Ave. NW; Washington DC 20001-3753. Fax - 202-513-3047; E-mail - employment@npr.org. Equal Opportunity Employer.

To: Michele Barcelo, CNN/ENG

**CREATIVE SERVICES DIRECTOR**

Imagine running a Creative Department at Tribune Broadcasting’s dynamic duo in the beautiful Pacific Northwest! We are looking for someone to direct the advertising, marketing and community involvement for Q13 Fox and WB 22. In addition to great network and syndicated programming, we are also the home of the very successful Q13 News @10 and the market’s only local morning news from 6-9am. Ideal candidates need a minimum of 7 years experience in a television marketing department, and a background as a writer-producer for entertainment and news programming. Demonstrated strategic marketing and leadership skills along with previous staff and budget management required. Must be able to meet deadlines and prioritize projects for both stations. Please send tape/resume to: Recruiter, KCPQ/WTNB-TV, P.O. Box 9620, Seattle, WA 98109. Fax: 206-674-1344. EOE. www.kpq.com

No phone inquiries please.

**CREATIVE SERVICES**

Top ten network affiliate seeks highly creative, hot shot design director with 5 years experience in a major market station to manage on-air graphics and special assignments. Quantel Paintbox, Photoshop, Quantel HAL, Illustrator and After Effects required. College degree preferred. An EOE. Send resume and reel to: B&C, Blind Box 1024, 275 Washington Street, Newton, MA 02458. Attn: K. Parker 4th Fl.

**TECHNICAL CAREERS**

**NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO**

**NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR CORPORATE MARKETING DEVELOPMENT**

NPR’s marketing department seeks a sales savvy individual to secure corporate funding, using consultant selling techniques through direct contacts with senior management in corporations, advertising agencies, and public relations firms. To qualify, you need a Bachelor's degree or equivalent experience. Six years experience soliciting underwriting for radio and/or television, with a proven track record of success in the corporate world; excellent written and oral communication skills; and computer literacy required. Commercial radio sales experience preferred. Must be able to travel as needed. Job #CB98.

NPR is a growing multi-media broadcast operation. We offer a competitive salary and excellent benefits, including three weeks of annual leave. To apply, send cover letter and resume, identifying position by number and title, to: NPR, Human Resources Department; 635 Massachusetts Ave. NW; Washington DC 20001-3753. Fax - 202-513-3047; E-mail - employment@npr.org. Equal Opportunity Employer.

**SALES CAREERS**

**NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO**

**FOR SALE STATIONS**

**RADIO STATION FOR SALE**

AM and FM Operation with 40+ years of service in Central Virginia. Interested Parties should respond prior to 04/01/02.


**VISIT**

**www.BROADCASTING & CABLE'S Classified Ads On Line**

**BROADCAST STATIONS 4SALE.COM**

Visit our web site and view our listings for stations for sale and stations wanted to buy. Now you can list FREE on our site. Lets us help you sell or buy...call Ted Gray...336-570-9133. We will work with you on a confidential basis.

**Creating the perfect solution for your media station needs.**

For Sales, Baseball, Football, Basketball, NASCAR, Motorsports, Cycling, Golf, MLB, NBA, NHL, WNBA, WMAA, NASCAR, UFC, NFL, College Sports, College Basketball, College Football, AM/PM, and More. For sales inquiries contact: Todd Himes at 702-284-2304 x5322. Sales@snr.com

**For Sale Stations**

**EQUIPMENT**

Pre-Owned Equipment

Broadcast - Production - Satellite

Digital - Analog

(210)363-7800 www.staffel.net

**FOR SALE STATIONS**

**EQUIPMENT**

Broadcast Stations 4 Sale

Box 19248

Dallas, TX 75319

Equal Opportunity Employer
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If it has anything at all to do with Cable Television or the Telecommunications Industry... **B&C is the place to be!**

For more information, contact: Kristin at 617-558-4532
Yellow flag

Shock jock Bubba, the Love Sponge, has just been acquitted of slaughtering a boar as part of an on-air stunt. Fox will follow its most recent reality offering—a glutton contest to see who could chug the most mayonnaise, for one—with a celebrity boxing match between Tonya Harding and Amy “Long Island Lolita” Fisher. Throw in the Fear Factor segment on drinking liquefied animal parts, including rooster testicles, spleen, gobs of fat and pig brains, and you’ve got a picture of why it is sometimes tough to defend this industry. Who was it that said reality programming is like heroin?

Whenever First Amendment defenders talk about holding their noses and defending anyway, this is what they are talking about.

The content calls above, however, fall under the category of each to his own taste (people do eat haggis, after all), though the word ‘panadering’ has been competing with the word ‘Ugh!’ to make it onto this page as regards this most recent trend (you will have noticed that both made it). But our criticism, which is meant to be a word of caution, or the internal debate that should go on at the networks about how much ‘pander programming’ they can stomach is one thing. The government sticking its thumb on the scale is another, even if the scale contains pig brains.

Unfortunately, it was the combination of this sort of reality tripe with other forms of extreme speech that has the FCC worked up about broadcast content again. The agency is making it easier to make broadcast-indecency complaints and will assume that broadcasters are guilty of whatever is alleged unless they can prove their innocence. That is a troubling declaration from an agency whose ability to distinguish between smut and art is highly suspect, given its fine against Sarah Jones.

The FCC's renewed urgency on indecency enforcement smacks of Republican “family” values combined with Democrat social engineering. It stinks like day-old Fear Factor props.

Just do it

The NAB, NCTA and MPAA have filed for a stay of the FCC’s video-description rules. The rules have already been challenged in court, so they have a perfectly sound argument for postponing implementation until that decision is made. They also raise defensible First Amendment issues about government-imposed creative speech. Lawyers could certainly argue, and do that, unlike with captioning, there is a creative decision about what and how to describe the TV action not made clear by the dialogue. So here is what broadcasters should do if the court tells them they don’t have to describe: Do it anyway. Take some fraction of that multibillion-dollar figure rightly celebrated as local broadcasters’ investment in public service and invest it in video description. Not because they have to, but because it’s the right thing to do.
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Save the Date!
April 25, 2002
7 AM to 12 PM
Marriott Marquis
New York

Understanding market opportunities and obstacles for Broadband and Internet, Digital Services, Interactive TV, New Channels. You will hear from key industry leaders on vital issues in this critical period - the new political and economic environment, new services, new technology, new competition. Hear the latest consumer data on urban, national and international consumers.

Seats are limited so please register early – and Save!!!

For more information and to register for the Forum, contact Adriana:
P: 914-834-6999
e-mail: AdrianaW@horowitzassociates.com

Keynote Speaker:
Barry Schuler
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, America Online, Inc.

Panelists include:
Artie Bulgrin
Senior Vice President, Research & Sales Development, ESPN

Howard Horowitz
President, Horowitz Associates, Inc.

Alisse Waterston
President, Surveys Unlimited division of Horowitz Associates, Inc.

Other events on April 25:
the Multichannel News Wonder Women 2002 Luncheon and Cable Positive's Absolutely Positively: An Evening to Benefit Cable Positive
128 Million Adults

Over 128 million adults, nearly two-thirds of the U.S. adult population, have an active interest in healthy living, personal care, alternative medicine and improving relationships. These consumers represent the growing mind, body, spirit and earth industry - an industry that only WISDOM® Television serves 24 hours a day.

WISDOM is the only network that captures the true essence of this market and speaks directly to this growing audience. With original programs like WISDOM of Dreams, Eye of the Spirit, Conversations with Remarkable People and FoodWise, WISDOM knows how to connect with these consumers.

Connect to 128 million adults - launch WISDOM Television!

TOM FENNELL  
VICE PRESIDENT, AFFILIATE SALES  
770.579.5519

GORDON P. JONES  
VICE PRESIDENT, AFFILIATE SALES - EASTERN REGION (NEW YORK)  
212.735.5335

SAMI KLOSTERMAN  
VICE PRESIDENT, AFFILIATE SALES - WESTERN REGION (DENVER)  
303.283.6706

DIANE MONTGOMERY  
VICE PRESIDENT, AFFILIATE SALES - CENTRAL REGION (DALLAS)  
972.931.0557

NANCY LEVENSON  
VICE PRESIDENT, AFFILIATE MARKETING  
303.683.1811

wisdommedia.com

*Based on life improvement segmentation analysis conducted by Centers for WISDOM Media Group